POSIT®

HIGHLIGHTS
Measures POSIT Alert
participants according to key
user behaviors
Identifies qualified user’s relative
position within the POSIT Alert
network
Seeks to improve trading
practices and performance by
rewarding quality interactions
Available to POSIT Alert users
trading in Canada, Latin America
and the US with 25+ trading
opportunities over the prior
60 days

REGIONS AVAILABLE
Canada
Latin America
United States

CONTACT
Asia Pacific +852.2846.3500
Canada +1.416.874.0900
EMEA +44.207.670.4000
United States +1.212.588.4000
info@itg.com
www.itg.com

POSIT Alert®
PowerScore™ is a powerful tool
for change
PowerScore™ is a behavioral measurement
system for POSIT Alert® users. It’s based
on the metrics that contribute to positive
interactions among all users on our
platform, and its purpose is to improve
user experience and overall performance
across our network.
A POSIT Alert trader’s PowerScore is a
weighted average of the following metrics
measured within the POSIT Alert network.
PowerScore Components
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Metrics are weighted to reflect relative importance to
the user experience.

THE GOAL IS TO IMPROVE YOUR POSIT
ALERT EXPERIENCE
PowerScore can act as a seal of approval
for high-scoring users. It is a data driven
method to proactively improve your POSIT
Alert practices and become a user others
trust to make quality matches.

For users with a low PowerScore, these
metrics serve as a roadmap for better
performance. For those with high PowerScores, we plan to offer exclusive functionality to reward their quality interaction.
By creating desirable features available to
our best users, we believe we can drive an
improvement in trader behavior and
execution quality, benefitting all of our
clients through improved firm-up rates
and overall liquidity.
PowerScore Parameters
¬¬ To ensure statistical significance, only
POSIT Alert users who have participated
in minimum of 25 trading opportunities
over the past 60 days receive a
PowerScore.
¬¬ Individual traders participating in POSIT
Alert as part of a multi-user team will
receive a score based on their team
interactions
¬¬ All interactions within the US, Canada,
and Latin America factor into the score.
¬¬ Extra weight is given to recent activity,
making it easier for users to improve
their score in a relatively short
timeframe.
¬¬ Final scores rank the raw scores of
all users on a scale of 0 to 100 with
100 being the highest score and with
all users evenly distributed. (Those
whose PowerScore falls below 25 will
see a score of 25 rather than the
exact number.)
¬¬ Scores are recalculated daily.
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Your score appears prominently on your ticket

RELATED SOLUTIONS
ITG Algorithms®
ITG Smart RouterTM
POSIT Alert®

Users with a 2015.3 front end will see their PowerScore in the
upper right corner of their ticket.

POWERMATCH™: COMING SOON TO
POSIT ALERT IN THE AMERICAS
When two users with high PowerScores
match against one another and click
‘Alive,’ the POSIT Alert ticket will indicate
that the users have entered a
PowerMatch. The minimum order
suggestion for these matches will be
significantly higher than our default,
depending on the ADV of that stock.
This feature will provide assurance to
both sides of a PowerMatch that they are
interacting with a high-quality contra
and inspire confidence that a sizeable
block will be executed.

ABOUT ITG
ITG is an independent broker and
financial technology provider that
partners with global portfolio managers
and traders to provide unique data-driven insights throughout the investment
process. ITG helps clients understand
market trends, improve performance,
mitigate risk, and navigate increasingly
complex markets. ITG is headquartered
in New York with offices in North America,
Europe, and Asia Pacific.
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